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Defining the Commercial Spectrum:
A guide to second-best actions
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When it comes to engagement,
optimisation and increasing your sales
performance; you can learn a lot by
observing your users, and applying that
knowledge to your engagement and
channelling strategy.
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Within the online customer experience which you’re
currently providing, there is an ideal path-to-purchase or
service. Essentially, it’s the preferred route for your
customers to either, make a purchase or receive the kind
of service they require efficiently, without encountering
friction or abandoning their session.
We define this ideal path-to-purchase/service as the
Commercial Spectrum.
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The path-to-purchase, can be defined as a spectrum; within which the customer may
learn about your offering, make a purchase or seek the service which suits them.
However, when a customer journeys travel outside of this spectrum, there is increased
instances of customer churn and abandoned sessions.
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Some customer segments will follow the online path-to-purchase autonomously.
They do not require guidance and respond to the design of your online customer
experience in the way you intended.
These customers are who your eCommerce flow is well-suited for.
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However, when designing your website and contact channels for optimal
engagement, there is rarely a ‘one size fits all’ solution. It’s not always possible to
provide the expected or desired customer experience (CX) for every customer
through your eCommerce flow alone.
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These are sales and engagement opportunities which are lost, due to specific
contextual needs not currently being met by your online offering and engagement
channels. There are many factors, internal to your path-to-purchase which can lead
to negative experiences and abandoned sessions.
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Customer Indecision
It’s great to have options, right? Unfortunately, this is not always the case for the online
customer. Decisions can take time and effort; two factors, other than price, which affect
the customer perception of the overall customer experience (CX). The result is customers
who avoid engagement, and decreased opportunities for up-sale. In competitive markets,
customers turn to the brands providing effortless customer experiences.
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Indecision is just one of the reasons a
customer may not follow your online flow
without the right engagement. There are
also more tangible factors hindering the CX,
such as the User Experience (UX) of your
website.
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If things aren't quite functioning correctly for certain customer segments, not only do you
risk losing out on those customers who do not seek assistance, you increase the workload
at the call centre with expensive routine service calls.
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On the other hand, your returning customers will have different expectations of your brand.
1. They like to know that you’re on hand to assist them throughout the longer B2C relationship; increase
first contact resolution by proactively offering an appropriate service channel.
2. Act upon the history and context of each B2C relationship, to optimise their overall experience. Deliver
intelligent data-led customer engagement.
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At bmetric we asked:
“If subpar channel management is not only
limiting revenue through negative customer
experiences, but also a cause of inefficient
resource expenditure in the contact centre,
why isn’t there a more intelligent solution?”
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Contact centre telephone interactions are one of your most
expensive modes of customer contact. Let’s reduce routine
service calls effectively, and focus resources on those, currently
lost, high-value leads.
On top of that, let’s unite the website and contact centre to
enhance cross-channel experiences, influence individual
customer journeys and increase sales.
bmetric created a intelligent solution to achieve these aims, we
call it, Onsite Channel Management.
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Onsite Channel Management

An intelligent solution to online engagement and channel management.
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Onsite Channel Management

An intelligent solution to online engagement and channel management.

This powerful machine-learning, self-optimising solution makes a
comprehensive analysis of customer data and customer journeys;
to deliver the appropriate engagement and actionable insights to
increase overall sales, optimise and increase the performance of
your customer contact channels; by delivering the right message
and the right channel, at the right time.
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Intelligent Engagement
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Firstly, an intelligent solution must take into account the many key data-points which make
up the context of each customer journey. Then use that data to determine the optimal
engagement to get the customer journey back on track. And on track in a way that works
for both your organisation and the customer’s expectations.
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The key to intelligent channel
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Data

management:

The calculated lead-value
goes on to inform
engagement and channel
allocation

• Identify customer profiles and define your
customer segments
• Determine the value of every lead
• Capture and assess end-to-end customer
journey data

Engagement
and routing
Optimised Engagement
and
Increased Sales
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• Execute the optimal course of action, to
reach the best outcome for your
department, organisation and the
customer experience.

Intelligent Engagement

Engagements can be designed to lead specific
segments of website visitors to the channel where
you can connect with them most effectively.
Visitors can be offered further incentive to remain
within the online purchase and service channels. If
an online conversion is determined unlikely, they
can be seamlessly routed to the contact centre.
And to the department most capable of saving
the sale or customer experience.
Decisions, decisions.
Schedule a call with one of our advisors;
we’ll find the package to suit you.

In need of some assistance?
Give us a call and we’ll get that
fixed for you in no time.
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Intelligent Service
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Data-enhanced
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Customer profile
Pages of interest
Session-length
Reason for engagement
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Customer
Reduce call-times
Increase FCR
Increase up-sell
Enhance omnichannel CX
Boost customer satisfaction

The data used by Onsite Channel Management continues on to enhance the
omnichannel experience on the personal level. Via information transfer, sales and
service agents can receive data on the context of the customer journey so far,
allowing for proactive, intelligent sales and service interactions.
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The Feedback Loop
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The Feedback Loop
There is a lot to be learnt from patterns in the direction and outcome
of your customer journeys and engagements.
All of the data-points regarding the customer, their overall journey
with your brand, and the outcome of engagement are fed back into
the technology.
From here, the self-learning model will reflect upon the outcome of all
engagements so far. The data can then be collated in your current
analytics system, to optimise future engagements and more.
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Once collated, the data can be applied to enhance the online customer
experience, providing leverage over future customer journeys and call-loads.
Are you looking to reduce routine inbound calls, or increase online sales?
Onsite Channel Management provides the data you’ll need to do just that.
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This has been an introduction to bmetric’s
Onsite Channel Management technology through,
what we term, The Commercial Spectrum.
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Contact bmetric to learn more about the
commercial spectrum of your customer
journeys, and how you can increase sales,
boost conversion and enhance the customer
experience with Onsite Channel Management.
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Unite the website and contact centre.

Denmark +45 78 79 22 22
Netherlands +31 202 626 343
bmetric.com
hello@bmetric.com
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Germany +49 402 999 9496
UK +44 203 514 3360
Sweden +46 77 421 8894

